Introduction In 1920 H.Steinhaus proved in [4]
that the set of distances of a linear set of positive measure contains some nonempty open interval (0,6). This result was afterwards carried over to n-dimensional Euclidean spaces by S.Picard [3] .
The theorems of Steinhaus and Ficard allow one to assign to every measurable set £ exactly one number equal to the upper bound of th.; numbers 6 considered above. T.bwiqtkowski in [6] gave name of a function of Marczewski to a mapping which, as a matter of fact, assigns the lower bound of numbers 6^ to every class of sets E with the same measure. T.&wi^tkowski also determined the function of Marczewski in the case of linear c-'ts, and to be more precise, in the case of sets contained in the interval < 0,1 > (cf. Boardman [l] ).
The present paper is devoted to determining and investigating the Marczewski function f for subsets of an n-dimensional Euclidean space within the vector meaning of points (cf. [5] ).
Notation
We shall consider sets contained in the Euclidean space R n . Points of this apace will be denoted by small Greek letters.
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B.Szkopirieka
Let a = (a 1f ...,a n ) 6 R n , ,6 = (b 1 ,... f b n ) fe R n , a,b e R, be real numbers and A,B e R n . We assume that:
aoc + bJ3 = (aa 1 + bb 1 ,... ,aa n + bb n ), ot *fi -a 1 b 1 + a 2 b 2 + ... + a n b n , j|«|| | «| = max( ,. In order to show the validity of the lemma, it suffices to prove the following inequality We have
m-1 where g(t) = 7" x B (ko<+t) and h(t) = ^ x B (ka+t), k=0 k=0 In the case when m = 21 we have (2) g(t) < 1+1 for t e <0, -mot) , h(t) < 1 for t e 03-ma,a).
Indeed, if, for instance, g(t Q ) >1+2 for some t Q e <O,/0-m«> , then there would exist some k such that (ka+t ) = 1 and * B (ko<+«+t 0 ) = 1. Then the points kor+t ( and kcx+«+t 0 would belong to the set E. Consequently, their difference « e B-B, which is impossible.
Prom inequality (2) we now obtain the estimate
-950 -i.e., .the first inequality of (1). It can be similarly proved that in the case of m = 21-1 there hold inequalities: and g(t) « 1 for t e < 0,y8-moo h(t)^ 1 for tc <^-ma,«> from which the other inequality of (1) follows. Prom Definition 1 we immediately obtain Lemma 2. Let Ost<1, a = (t,...,t) € R n and m = sQ-)« Then
n J + ( l -2 l t ) when m=21.
Remark

1.
It can be seen that the equality
where 1 = 1,2,..., holds. Theorem 1. If B is a measurable subset of the interval I C R c , occl, « ¿6 and « $ E-E, then
Proof.
In the case of n = 1 the theorem follows from Lemma 1. So let us assume that n > 1 and introduce a system of coordinates such that the axis Ox is determined by the points 8 and a . Denote by jt a hyperplane parallel to the axis Ox and passing through the point 6 .
We then have, with ? = (x,p), Proof.
Let A be a measurable subset of the set E, such that fin{k) = ,u*(E). Then a $ A-A and, by Theorem 1, we have: p^k) ¿^(E^), i.e., ¿i»(B) sS ¿in(E ).
Corollary
2.
Let oc e I C R n and <x ^ 0 . If B is a subset of the interval I, su^h that //*{E) > / « n (3 0f ), then « e B-3.
In particular, the proposition of Corollary 2 holds when S is a measurable set satisfying the condition > )• Remark 2.
In Corollary 1 the interior measure /i*(E) of the set E cannot be replaced with its exterior measure /* n (E). This follows from the following example:
Example 1 (cf. [2] , p.252, Remark 1). Let K be a (Hamel) basis of the space R-over the field Q of rational numbers, such that 1 e H. Every real number x may be uniquely represented in the form
where xi^ 4 0 only for a finite number of coefficients heH and x^e'Q. The sum on the right-hand side of (5) ought to be taken as a sum of all non-zero addends, if such addends exist, or as zero, if it does not contain any non-zero addends. Put P=|xix 1 = o| and E -Pn < 0, 1> .
It is readily seen that F is a linear subspace of the apace R. The subspace F is dense and boundary in R. One can prove that the relations (6) ^ <a,b> n F) = / u 1 (<c,d>n F) and < a,b> n F) = = /i*( <c,d> n F)
hold for arbitrary congruent intervals <^a,b> and <c,d> , and In further conBiderations we shall show that the functions pn, for n>1, are of Cfl_1 class (i.e., they have continuous derivatives of order (n-1)). l'he proof of this fact will be based on several auxiliary lemmas which we shall noj» formulate and prove. 
Let us now calculate /*-iS a np. , ). We may assume that n w K 2 ,..., k 2 = ...k 0 = 1 and = ...k n = 2 since any other case is reduced to the above by a change of numeration of the variables x 2 ,...,x n . Note that 
= t kj[l-(
We have based the above estimates on the inequality (a+t) n_1 + (a-t} n -1 -2a n -1 ^ 2(n-2)(n-1}a n " 3 t 2 , true for n it 3 and a i 0.
Hence we obtain
for n k 3, U2 and 2I+T <t< "dr* If 1=1, then te(j , j > and
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• H -Lk 2 =i k r .i * since m y < n and, with a = (t,...,t) e R n , « ffl =(t,...,t)e * e R . Prom formulae (14) and (15) we infer that the functions for k = 0,1,... ,n-1, are continuous in (0,1> and from formula (16) -that the derivative of does not exist at the points y , y ,... . This means that the function is of class Cn_1f but it is not of class Cn in (0,1>.
Theorem
3.
The function ( ci "* Def * for n 2, maps the interval (0,1 > onto the interval (j , 1>, it is increasing in (0,1 > and has the derivative >0 for t ¿1, -j, j . Besides, y>^(1) = 0.
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Proof. It follows from formula (15) that
for 21+1-^-21"» where 1=1 »2,... .
In virtue of Theorem 2, the derivative y>' a is continuous in (0,1> . Besides, 1) = 0. It reipains to prove the inequality f' n (t) > 0 for t 6 (0,1) -...}.
Let us first assume that 2l <t< 2lIT ' where 1=1,2,... Then, making use of the formula for 9»' n (t), we obtain
In turn, consider the case: 21*1 2T * us assume that n 3. Then
-965 - For 1=1 we have ^ < t< and Suppose that f n ( x ) < V n ( x ) ft® some x. Then there exists a number c such that (18) f n (x) < c < i|/ n (x).
Prom the first inequality of (18) and the definition of the function it follows that there exists a set E 6 n n such that /" n (E) = x and f fl (x) ^ dg <• c.
Since dg » = sup jd e R : (9,6) c E-E, where <5 = (d,».. ,d) e R n |, therefore (S,6 e ) C E-E and (9,jf) i; E-E, where y=(c,c) e e R n .
Now, we find a point a e (e ,j>) \ (9,6g) such that oE-E.
Hence, on the ground of Theorem 1 and Lemma 7, we have (19) x = ^n(E) <v" n (E a ) <^n(B_) = j» n (|«|).
On the other hand, applying the final part of Lemma 9 to the ineq uality l«| < c < ij/ n (x), we infer that <p n ( |« | ) < x, which' contradicts (19). Thus, the proof of the theorem has been completed.
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